DPANN: improved sequence to structure alignments following fold recognition.
In fold recognition (FR) a protein sequence of unknown structure is assigned to the closest known three-dimensional (3D) fold. Although FR programs can often identify among all possible folds the one a sequence adopts, they frequently fail to align the sequence to the equivalent residue positions in that fold. Such failures frustrate the next step in structure prediction, protein model building. Hence it is desirable to improve the quality of the alignments between the sequence and the identified structure. We have used artificial neural networks (ANN) to derive a substitution matrix to create alignments between a protein sequence and a protein structure through dynamic programming (DPANN: Dynamic Programming meets Artificial Neural Networks). The matrix is based on the amino acid type and the secondary structure state of each residue. In a database of protein pairs that have the same fold but lack sequences-similarity, DPANN aligns over 30% of all sequences to the paired structure, resembling closely the structural superposition of the pair. In over half of these cases the DPANN alignment is close to the structural superposition, although the initial alignment from the step of fold recognition is not close. Conversely, the alignment created during fold recognition outperforms DPANN in only 10% of all cases. Thus application of DPANN after fold recognition leads to substantial improvements in alignment accuracy, which in turn provides more useful templates for the modeling of protein structures. In the artificial case of using actual instead of predicted secondary structures for the probe protein, over 50% of the alignments are successful.